GeoX2006 report

At the conference on GeoX 06, I learned analytical technique and the how to show the picture about X-ray CT by the researcher who gathered from 14 countries to 82 person. In particular, crack initiation or mixture material were color coded to explain visually 3-dimension image. We have same type of software to analytical CT image, so we should use this software to polite own research. And, it trend toward to estimate of lesser thing; [nano CT]

The impression of conference, the industrial X-ray CT scanner was one of the few X-ray CT in the world, in particular it only has our university such as high voltage (300kV), so our X-ray CT scanner is so important in the world because X-ray photography area is so large compared with another one. Therefore, if it incorporate our X-ray CT with the analytical technique another research institute, we can globally advanced research.

It was noticed how to show a presentation except for research. In particular, prof.Otani’s presentation was so good, I thought. His presentation is done while mixing the joke. In doing so, the listener can also relax and concentrate to a presentation.

Finally, I spent a good time in this conference because of my knowledge and experience was increased. From now, I want to work up how to use VG Studio.